
EXCLUSIVE GLOBAL DISTRIBUTOR FOR WATERPROOFING CONCRETE FOR LIFE

SITE DETAILS:
COUNTRY
PROJECT NAME
DEVELOPER
FUNDS
DESIGNER
CONTRACTOR
APPLICATOR
SIZE

- Vietnam
- Yen Lenh Bridge
- PMU Bien Dong from Vietnam MOT
- Vietnam Local Funding
- BRITEC from TEDI
- Thang Long Construction Corp. & Cienco 4 Corp.
- Radcon Vietnam
- 32,000 sq mtr

With length of 2.23 km and
width of 15 meter, Yen Lenh
bridge including 33 spans of pre-
cast pre-stressed concrete girder
33 meter length and 9 spans of
cantilever casted-balanced box
girder 120 meters each, became
the biggest bridge which
received a most effective
protection for concrete from
Radcon #7. A quantity of 32,000
M2 of bridge deck in Yen Lenh
bridge was not big in compare
with those international
Japanese funding bridge project
under construction with more or
less 100,000 M2 bridge deck of
each being considered to be
applied with Radcon #7, but it is
a big step of success of Radcon
#7 in its commission to give to
Vietnam bridges a long life
concrete protection solution with
real proof within 30 years.
Radcon #7 specified and applied
in Yen Lenh bridge is really a
proof of confidence to Radcon
#7 from the with real proof
within 30 years. Radcon #7
specified and applied in Yen
Lenh bridge is really a proof of
confidence to Radcon #7 from
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FIGURE 1.
Architectural visualisation of
Yen Lenh Bridge.

Click here
for our website

the experienced TEDI bridge designer’s team
leadership by Doctor Chu Ngoc Sung, one of
Vietnamese scientist in transportation construction,
who always have a temptation for seeking the new
invention and advanced technologies. After several
testing Radcon #7 in real bridge sites, from Dakrong,
a cable stayed bridge in Quang Tri province to Dan
Xay bridge in Ho Chi Minh city then to Truong Ha
bridge in Hue, World Heritage, and the so man other
bridges, BRITEC, a member of TEDI from Ministry of
Transportation, a  most professional bridge and
tunnel designer in Vietnam, had come to decide to
specify Radcon #7 into the Yen Lenh bridge project.
We would like to say thanks to Master Pham Huu
Son who now is the Deputy General Director of

TEDI, has devoted himself as the project designer
team leader.
We also remember to the developer from MOT, the
PMU of Bien Dong who giving us a serious quality
control on Radcon #7 performance to scope to the 15
years issued guarantee policy.
Thang Long Corp. and Cienco 4, the two main
contractors building the bridge and got the national
record in construction speed while keeping the quality
control. The bridge completed within 20 months of
construction. Radcon #7 application done by
Indochina Centepro for 32,000 sq mtrs took only 6
days. In case of membrane installation, it should take
40 days at least.

The longest concrete bridge of Vietnam in term of B.O.T local
investment receiving Radcon #7 for bridge deck waterproofing.

http://www.radcrete.com.au/default.asp
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SITE DETAILS:
COUNTRY
PROJECT NAME
DEVELOPER
DESIGNER
CONTRACTOR
APPLICATOR
SIZE

- Vietnam
- Tuyen Son Bridge
- PMU 85 from MOT of Vietnam
- Japan Port Consultant Co. + Maunsell Group + Tedi
- Cienco 1 Corp. & Cienco 5 Corp. (525 Joint Stock Co.)
- Radcon Vietnam
- 13,000 sq mtr bridge deck

As a result of Radcrete Pacific being well
known internationally, most of the
product from Radcrete were specified
into this sea port & bridge project by a
group of international bridge designer
including Japan Port Consultants,
Maunsell group and TEDI Vietnam.
Ministry of Transportation of Vietnam
approved for this typical specification due
to an in fact qualification for Radcon #7
used in previous hundred bridge and
tunnel projects in Vietnam before. In this
sea bridge, Radcon #7 was
applied for waterproofing the whole
bridge deck prior asphalt topping and
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FIGURE 2.
Tuyen Son Bridge construction.
Waterproofing work
commencing MM/YY

Radcrete Pacific’s product system specified in TUYEN SON BRIDGE ,
a Japanese funded construction site.

to protect all bridge columns immerged
in seawater at 14 meters depth. Tuyen
Son Bridge is the second bridge in
Vietnam approved by MOT in choosing
Radcon #7 to protect the bridge
structure immerged in seawater. The
first bridge is To Chau sea Bridge in
Kien Giang province, constructed for
linking to Cambodia territory, also was
applied Radcon #7 to protect all main
column from sea water attack. Radcote
mineral silicate paint, a famous paint
produced in Australia was applied in all
exposed area of bridge structure, about
25,000 sq mtrs, after Radguard

applying for a structure protection.
The reason to use this kind of
effective paint is a requirement from
the local government for a long-term
performance out door paint against
the attack from the moist climate of
the Central of Vietnam. Located in
Danang City coastal area, this bridge
is an important construction unit in
the transportation system of Asia
Link between Thailand-Laos-
Vietnam.

http://www.radcrete.com.au/default.asp
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SITE DETAILS:
COUNTRY
PROJECT NAME
DEVELOPER
FUNDS
DESIGNER
APPLICATOR
SIZE
LENGHT

- Vietnam
- Kenh Te Bridge
- People Committee of Ho Chi Minh City
- Vietnam State Owned Local Funding
- TEDI South
- Radcon Vietnam
- 6,160 sq mtr
-  432 meters included three main spans of 48+72+48
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FIGURE 3.
Kenh Te Bridge surface
preparation prior to Radcon
Formula # 7 application

With Kenh Te bridge, Radcon #7 is living in the city of 6 million
inhabitants

Within the period of 2001-2004, Indochina Centepro had
achieved the target of Radcon #7 application for 73,000
sqm of bridge deck in total of 32 new bridge projects in
Ho Chi Minh City area. Kenh Te bridge is the twentieth.
Ho Chi Minh city, a city of more than 6 million inhabitants is
now on the way of development, especially in the aspect of
transportation. Bridges and fly-over are rushed to be built
to adopt the increasing demand of people in
transportation, but the government does not forget to give
a priority to the quality control aiming for a life time
assurance in construction. Radcon #7 is approved quickly
by the city authority, and in fact Radcon #7 makes all
people happy as well as the developer, designer,
consultant, and contractor but excepted for the membrane
seller.

In Kenh Te bridge, the PMU of Ho Chi Minh city ordered for a
full Radcon #7 application, into the whole bridge deck and even
into the beneath surface of the walkway and the barrier wall.
Radcon #7 had assisted the bridge completion to be on time
due to a simple and quick application. But anyway a careful
operation and conformity with Radcrete regulation in application
steps is always done well by Radcon Vietnam application team.
One of the member from Cienco 8, Engineer Nguyen Van Tuan,
the director of Branch of Bridge Construction Company No.75
are satisfied with Radcon #7 in Kenh Te Bridge as well as in
Thu Duc Fly-over, Go Dau Bridge,ect. With the best effort from
the Radcon Vietnam team, Company No.75 now understand
well Radcon #7 application procedure. This helps the main
contractor, the Radcon #7 supplier and applicator to become a
group of well collaboration.

http://www.radcrete.com.au/default.asp
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SITE DETAILS:

COUNTRY
PROJECT NAME
OWNER
CONTRACTOR
SIZE

- Portugal
- Gaia Bridge
-  C.P.
- Bento Pedroso
- 600 sq mtr
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FIGURE10.
Works on Gaia Bridge

FIGURE 11.
Inspecting the structure before
waterproofing

FIGURE 12.
The reinforcement works

FIGURE 13.
Radcon application

FIGURE 14.
Works on Gaia Bridge

When Radcon # 7
waterproofing is applied the
structural concrete for rail
bridge decks, massive
engineering cost savings are
derived.

As the actual concrete is
waterproofed internally and
becomes as hard as granite, “no
structural topping slab” is required.

The stone ballast for the rail lines may be placed directly onto Radcon # 7
lifetime waterproofing.

Gaia Bridge Portugal

http://www.radcrete.com.au/default.asp


PROTEZIONE E IMPERMEABILIZZAZIONE
ECOLOGICA DEL CALCESTRUZZO

Tipologia di applicazione:  “PONTI E VIADOTTI”

Bridge over Livenza river, (TREVISO)  -  1.600 Sqm
Waterproofing with RADCON #7 of the bridge deck.



Bridge of MONGUELFO highway, (BOLZANO)  -  2.500 Sqm

PROTEZIONE E IMPERMEABILIZZAZIONE
ECOLOGICA DEL CALCESTRUZZO

Tipologia di applicazione:  “PONTI E VIADOTTI”

Waterproofing with RADCON #7 of the bridge deck.



PROTEZIONE E IMPERMEABILIZZAZIONE
ECOLOGICA DEL CALCESTRUZZO

Tipologia di applicazione:  “PONTI E VIADOTTI”

“Bridge of the Highway A/13, Bologna-Padova” , Località Villamarzana (ROVIGO)

Waterproofing with RADCON #7 of the bridge deck.



PROTEZIONE E IMPERMEABILIZZAZIONE
ECOLOGICA DEL CALCESTRUZZO

Tipologia di applicazione:  “PONTI E VIADOTTI”

“Bridge of Highway SS 115 TRAPANI-SCIACCA, Km 82,5” - 28.000 smq

Waterproofing with RADCON #7 of the bridge deck.



Railway bridge of CEVA (CUNEO)  -  1.200 Sqm

PROTEZIONE E IMPERMEABILIZZAZIONE
ECOLOGICA DEL CALCESTRUZZO

Tipologia di applicazione:  “PONTI E VIADOTTI”

Waterproofing with RADCON #7 of the bridge deck.



SITE DETAILS:
COUNTRY
PROJECT NAME
TREATED AREA
APPLICATOR
SIZE

- USA
- Interstate 295
- 4 Bridge Decks
- Express Polymers, Inc.
- 3, 100 sq mtrs (33,500 sq ft)

RADCON Formula #7 features in New
Jersey DOT Surface-Applied Corrosion
Inhibitor Study

As part of an ongoing evaluation of new
technologies and products, RADCON Formula
#7 was selected as one of three products in a
demonstration program by the New Jersey
Department of Transportation to evaluate
the performance of surface-applied
corrosion inhibitors.

The objective of the program is to determine
and compare the effectiveness of the three
treatments – each of a different technology -
in mitigating corrosion under New Jersey
conditions; premature deterioration of the
concrete caused by chloride-induced
corrosion of deck reinforcement and freeze-
thaw damage.

RADCON Formula #7 was applied to 4 bridge
decks on a very busy Interstate 295, Mercer
County, New Jersey in November 2005. The
process was completed in eight nights
followed by three night watering procedures.

Radcrete Pacific presents: Trafficable Areas

Nelson Tonet, P.E., principal of Express
Polymers, Inc. (Smartech Structure
Protection's regional representative in the
US northeast), worked closely with the
New Jersey DOT in evolving the test
application program for RADCON Formula
#7 and then supervising the contractors in
all aspects of the application program and
post treatment waterings.

First results from this surface-applied
corrosion inhibitor study should become
available from the New Jersey DOT’s New
Technologies and Products section in mid-
2007.
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Pictured above: RADCON Formula #7 application -
electrical pump/tank with a hose spray wand or
a boom with a number of sprayers.

http://www.radcrete.com.au/Default.asp
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SITE DETAILS:
COUNTRY
PROJECT NAME
DEVELOPER
ARCHITECT
CONTRACTOR
APPLICATOR
SIZE

- Czech Republic
- Overpass Tyrsuv Sad
- Stavby Mostu Praha a.s.
- Pontex s.r.o.
- Roads & Traffic Authority CZ
- Metalspeic Plzen s.r.o.
- 800 sq mtr
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FIGURE 17.
Motorway overpass in Plzen,
Czech Republic

Czech developers are gaining confidence in Radcon Formula # 7
waterproofing technology.

Motorway overpass 'Tyrsuv Sad' is represents a
great “start-up” site reference for Radcon in the
Czech Republic.  A Plzen entrance of the
interconnection with town Klatovy.

Application took place in October 2004, a
treatment some 800 sq mtrs for the drainage
areas.

Prior to the site opening developers received a
quality standards complaint from their investors.

The concern was about the poor drainage system
construction and the affect of de-icing salt
scattering.

FIGURE 18.
Radcon application using a diesel
sprayer

Developers were facing either a drop of the initial price or to provide a drainage
protection against de-icing salts effects.

This is where Radcon Formula # 7 has proven to be the most efficient and time
effective alternative.

Application was carried out 30 days before the official opening of the bridge using
a diesel sprayer as shown in figure 18.

http://www.radcrete.com.au/default.asp?c=18733
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